
Simple and Secure Record-Keeping for the Trucking Industry 

SimpleTruckingDocs 

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration of the U. S. Department of 

Transportation requires all carriers to satisfy their record-keeping require-

ments, including archiving various documents for terms of one to three years. 

This includes ELD, UCR, IFTA, DVIR Forms, Load Sheets and Miles Reports. 

Achieving these requirements, however important, are prone to human error 

and both space and time consuming. We provide technology to address these 

issues and provide an environment to scan, store, archive and search these 

important documents with the minimum amount of human intervention. 

Time and Costs are saved by reduced handling of documents, not having to 

sort supported paperwork, manually index scanned images or calculate de-

struction dates. 
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No sorting required 

Sorting is not required for supported documents, just scan them into your secure input folder. Our solution uses 

every bit of available information to intelligently identify documents and detect document boundaries. 

Everything in one place 

We connect content such as documents, emails, customer details, order numbers, and project info, even if it is 

saved in different archives or systems. 

A full context for your work 

All contracts expiring next month, all documents for a given project, all correspondence with a customer. You get 

the full picture on the topic you are interested in. 

One copy, no uncertainty 

Forget duplicates, we store one copy for each document instead. Never again will you have to wonder if you are 

working with the most recent version. 

We take care of the rest  

We make sure documents go through their workflows, follow appropriate retention policy, and that documents 

are accessed only by those with the right permissions. 

Document Retrieval 

All documents will be retrievable by both assigned metadata and full text searches, from anywhere there is inter-

net  access. 


